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Rich Lesser, Global Chair, Boston Consulting Group, at Columbia Business School, 2022



NYT Magazine (2020), nyti.ms/38oA9hX NYT Magazine (2022), nyti.ms/3kdBbAf

http://www.nyti.ms/38oA9hX
http://www.nyti.ms/3kdBbAf
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Source: San Francisco Fed’s Survey on Climate Risk 2021

https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/publications/economic-letter/2022/march/how-are-businesses-responding-to-climate-risk


Source: Global Carbon Project



Source: Global Carbon Project



Source: Global Carbon Project + umpteen climate-economic model runs



Known knowns are bad

Unknowns, unknowables, risks 
& uncertainties make it worse



~$200 / tCO2



~$200(!?) Social Cost of CO2
Based on 2% discount rate, subject to external review

Source: EPA External Review Draft of Report on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases: Estimates Incorporating Recent Scientific Advances (September 2022)

~$200 U.S. EPA SC-CO2, subject to 
external peer review



>~$200 / tCO2 :
  Climate damage quantification
   including tipping points
 

 Tail risks

 Discounting
 

  Risk calibration, equity, etc.



~$185 Social Cost of CO2
Based on 2% constant discount rate, with most of the increase due to discounting

Source: Rennert et al “Comprehensive Evidence Implies a Higher Social Cost of CO2” (Nature, September 2022).

~$50 to ~$80 from updated damages,
~$80 to ~$185 from discounting

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-05224-9


>~$200 / tCO2 :
  Climate damage quantification
   including tipping points
 

 Tail risks

 Discounting
 

  Risk calibration, equity, etc.



Climate sensitivity “likely” between ~2-4.5°C 
Latest assessment narrows 66% “likely” range from 1.5-4.5°C

Source: Sherwood et al (2020)

Tail risk might dwarf importance of 
“likely” range



>~$200 / tCO2 :
  Climate damage quantification
   including tipping points
 

 Tail risks

 Discounting
 

  Risk calibration, equity, etc.



Economic impacts of tipping points in the climate system
Tipping points increase SCC by between ~27-43%, with large, right-skewed distribution

Source: Dietz, Rising, Stoerk & Wagner (PNAS 2021), gwagner.com/tipping-economics

https://gwagner.com/tipping-economics/


> $200 / tCO2



~ $200 / tCO2
=

~8-10% of
global GDP



> $150 /
car entering NYC*

* Manhattan below 60th Street



Tail risks dwarf all else

Climate policy = insurance



Climate policy = opportunity



GS Carbon Abatement Cost Curve 
(2021)



IPCC AR6 WGIII, ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3

http://ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3




Large abatement opportunities available at low or no cost
McKinsey Global v2.0 effort in 2009 identified 38 GtCO2e abatement potential in 2030 



Large abatement opportunities available at low or no cost
McKinsey Global v2.0 effort identified 38 GtCO2e abatement potential in 2030 

SCC = >$100/tCO2



Source: Kotchen, Rising & Wagner. “The costs of “costless” climate mitigation.” Science (30 November 2023). 







IPCC AR6 WGIII “Technical Summary” vs “Summary for Policymakers”, ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3

http://ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3


Capital intensity varies widely across sectors
Transport and buildings with largest up-front capital expenditure requirements 



McKinsey’s 2022 The Net-Zero Transition report



Wagner, “The Cost to Reach Net Zero By 2050 Is Actually a Bargain,” Bloomberg Green Risky Climate (28 January 2022)

https://gwagner.com/risky-climate-mckinsey/


Transition costs additional
<$1T / yr, shifting ~$8T / yr

U.S. IRA alone ~$1.2T / 10 yr,
leveraging ~$3T in private capital



Negative climatic tipping points, meet the positive 
socio-economic ones the IRA is jumpstarting

– The challenge: Addressing ‘fossilflation’ while keeping 
‘greenflation’ in check

– U.S. green industrial policies & the global green industrial 
policy race

– Direct effects are important (get $8k rebate for your heat 
pump, $2.5k to improve electric wiring, … $250b in DOE 
loans, etc.), but:

– It’s the external effects, norm changes, positive socio-
economic tipping points that will truly make the difference



Wagner & Friedmann, WaPo (13 March 2023)







Key Climate Finance Questions
BlackRock’s Managing the net-zero transition as “target” vs “forecast” 

Source: “Managing the net-zero transition” (BlackRock 2022)



Source: Rich Lesser, Global Chair, Boston Consulting Group
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